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The rise and fall. Just try to conquer it all
But you better hide But you better hide
When the dark sets in
Will we see the destruction of all?
Is there no tomorrow? Is there no tomorrow?
Make your choice
What you choose could hold more than you know

We sing another war song
No, I won't die for my country, 
But I'll die for my friends and my family
The ones I care for most
We sing another war song
And we march for our opinions, 
But the cost of it all isn't worth it
Not even for the world
As we sing! We look onto the sky as they reign down
upon us
Taking in the moment like you never have before
We're forced into the fire as they reign down upon us
It's so much easier to push us into war

Why are we seen but not heard?
Our mouths are sewn shut but not closed
We think aloud. By now, by now my trust is running out

The rise and fall
We must have conquered it all
But we better hide. We better hide
When the dark sets in
Have we caused the destruction of all?
Is there no tomorrow? Is there no tomorrow?
It's our fault
What we did had held more than we knew

We sing another war song
No, I won't die for my country, 
But I'll die for my friends and my family
The ones I care for most
We sing another war song
And we march for our opinions, 
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But the cost of it all isn't worth it
Not even for the world
As we sing! We look onto the sky as they reign down
upon us
Taking in the moment like you never have before
We're forced into the fire as they reign down upon us
It's so much easier to push us into war

Why are we seen but not heard?
Our mouths are sewn shut but not closed
We think aloud. By now, by now my trust is running out

And I'll be screaming until I'm bleeding from the lungs
It's just too hard to tell if this is real
I've finally found the one that I've been dreaming of
I swear to god I feel. This world isn't good enough, 
Or ever was for you

In the end you will find love
But your heart will never beat again.
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